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What is a cooperative
A Cooperative is an “autonomous association of persons united voluntarily 
to meet their common economic, social and cultural needs and aspirations 
through a jointly owned and democratically-controlled enterprise.”
International Cooperative Alliance (ICA) Statement, 1995.

7 Principles of the 
International Cooperative Alliance

1. 
Voluntary 
and Open 
Member-

ship

2. Democratic 
Member 
Control

3. Member 
Economic 

Participation

4.
Autonomy 

and 
Independence

5. Education, 
Training, and 
Information

6. 
Cooperation 

among 
Cooperatives

7. Concern for 
Community
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Differences between cooperatives, corporations, and 
non-profit organizations

One person, one vote One person, one vote One share, one vote

Non-profit Not-for-profit

Internal goal: To meet the common 
needs of members
External goal: Become a competitive 
enterprise

Profit

Aim to advocate and 
solve social problems 
instead of make profits

For profit

Association
Foundation Cooperative Corporation

Balances are not allocated

Limit dividends
Except for public funds, community 

chests & honorariums
Proportional return for use by 

employees

Except for statutory surplus 
reservesDistribution of dividends 
and dividends
Based on the proportion of shares 
held by shareholders

100% balance
for public welfare

More than 5% balance
for public welfare

100% balance
without public welfare

company
reward reward reward 
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Taiwan Homemakers United Consumers Co-op

We believe that consumption can change society through a 

bag of rice and a basket of vegetables，

 Started in 1987, we improve the life quality of members through 

co-purchases, and practice green consumption while promoting 

environmental protection and social responsibility.

 Provides daily necessities for a safe, healthy, and friendly environment.

 The first "consumer cooperative" platform in Taiwan.

 Co-purchases movement as the main support.

 More than 80,000 members, 1% influence (8.3 million households 

in Taiwan).

 Set up 55 pickup stations and Agri-food education centers.

 160 sustainable farmers and 200 local producers support 591 

hectares of sustainable farming

5 major governance philosophies

 Cherish environmental resources

 Support domestic agriculture

 Practice the common purchasing

 Fulfill green living

 Foster the cooperative spirit



Build development consensus + Participate in Co-development + 
Co-purchase support
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Taiwan Homemakers United Consumers Co-op 
Food and Agriculture Extension Model: 

• Cherish environmental resources: Chemical 
reduce cultivation, Reduce plastic and waste.

• Support domestic agriculture: Priority use of 
domestic agricultural products,、Revival of 
domestic agricultural products, Rice products 
promotion.

• Fulfill green living: Non-GMO, animal welfare, 
sustainable aquaculture, nitrate reduction.

• Foster the cooperative spirit: Fair Trade, 
Partnerships, support disadvantaged.

members、employees、farmers

employees

Products Supported Agenda→ Implement member communication

Cherish environmental 
resources
Planet

Support domestic 
agriculture
Planet & People

Practice the common 
purchasing
Planet & Profit

Fulfill green living
Planet

Foster the cooperative spirit
Peace &Partnership
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Organizational History

HUCC-Coop 

Environmental 

Protection Foundation

A women's movement 
launched by housewives for 
environmental protection 
and fast food Issues

1980s

“HUCC-Coop volunteer 
group” established under
New Environment 
Foundation

1987

Establishment of the 
HUCC-Coop Environmental 
Protection Foundation

1989

Set up
Consumer Quality 

Committee

1989

Launched the 
Co-purchase movement

1993 Co-purchase movement
organization develop

Taipei County Tally
Labor cooperatives

1994

Taichung Green living

Co-purchase center

1995

Green Advocates
corporation

1996

Taiwan Homemakers 
United Consumers Co-op

2001

Rice, grape Note： From 1979 to 1992, food safety incidents frequently occurred in Taiwan, mainly including polluted rice bran oil, adulterated wine, cadmium-
polluted rice, sarsi contains safrole, animal feed adulterated milk powder, adulterated soy products, heavy metal contaminated green oysters.



Products & Services

• Product category
• We supply daily necessities including vegetables, fruits, whole grains, milk, eggs, 

fish products and animal product, processed products, and cleaning supplies.
• All products comply with the Cooperative's development principles, undergo 

strict quality control, and meet the Cooperative's product inspection standards
• Features

• Vegetable nitrate reduced cultivation
• Support domestic whole grains production
• Planned production and consumption
• Support the non-GMO movement
• Promote animal welfare

• Member services
• Members are required to pay a share fee (2,000 to 500,000 NT dollars) and 

participate in the Cooperative introduction when joining the Cooperative. An 
annual fee of 360 NT dollars will be charged every year thereafter.

• Members can enjoy benefits including co-purchases, participation in 
cooperative activities, and product discounts.

• Lectures, educational activities, and community activities are held aperiodically.
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Environmental protection and social responsibility

• Environmental protection measures
• Concrete actions to reduce carbon footprint:

• Green consumption promotion, eco-friendly product selection, 
packaging reduction.

• Actively participate in movements against GMOs, nuclear power, 
and air pollution.

• Collaborate with producers who share a common value
• Promote sustainable development, and ensure that every step 

from production, processing, and sales meets environmental 
standards.

• Social responsibility
• Community engagement and support: Actively participate

in community activity, Support domestic agriculture and 
producers, and assist the emergency relief fund.

• Education and awareness campaigns: Promote 
environmental protection concepts through lectures and 
educational activities such as Green Dining education and 
food safety lectures, and environmental education.

Member HUCC-Coop Producer

co-purchase power common value

eco-friendly product selection Open information

Care of producer 
& earth

Care of producer & 
members

Care of 
members 
& earth
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Corporate culture and values

• The core value of cooperatives
• Solidarity, trust and transparency.
• Adhere to democratic governance and 

emphasize the participation and 
cooperation of members.

• Follow the seven principles of the 
International Cooperative Alliance.

• Commitment to quality and integrity
• Product information is open and 

transparent.
• Conduct regular quality and inspection 

control.



Achievements and awards

• Recognition obtained
• In 2020, HUCC-Coop won the first 

prize and the special prize of the 
"Buying Power Award" organized 
by the Small and Medium 
Enterprise and Startup 
Administration, Ministry of 
Economic Affairs (SMESA)

• Develop a circular economy 
business, Laundry detergent 
bottles are made from 100% 
recycled milk bottles, practice 
green living.

• In 2021 and 2022, HUCC-Coop 
won the first prize of the "Buying 
Power Award" organized by the 
Small and Medium Enterprise and 
Startup Administration, Ministry of 
Economic Affairs (SMESA).



Future prospect
• Development Plans

• Develop new products according to the needs 
of members, increase the number of 
members, and improve product quality.

• Develop convenient processed products, 
nutritional supplement, and assistive device 
for the seniors. 

• Continuous improvement and innovation
• Cooperate with the academic community to 

become an information exchange platform 
between farmers and producers, and to 
enhance the power of industrial management.

• Establish a cooperative project with 
institutions to disseminate the concept and 
influence of co-purchase all over Taiwan.

academia 



Facing challenges together
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Pesticide reduction

Fertilizers reduction

Climate change management

Soil carbon sequestration & 
Vegetable nitrate reduction

Others: Labor Shortage, Cold chain 
transportation



HUCC-Coop Sustainable Agriculture Project
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• Expert visits

• Soil testing

• Report to the 
Council

• Soil improvement

• Production place 
demand

• Agricultural issues

• Tracking 
improvements

Tracking 
improvements

Agriculture 
Lectures

Farmland visits 
and 

investigation

Improvement 
Suggestions
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